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Transcript of Pre-Recorded World Satsanga by Guy Steven Needler: 

“This is the World Satsanga on the 27th of January 2018 in association with Kevin Moore and 
The Moore Show. And as usual I’d like to give Kevin my thanks for broadcasting the World 
Satsanga on his YouTube channel (The Moore Show) and for sharing his viewers and his 
listeners with me as well.  

We’ve got quite a lot to go through today. We’ve got a lot of questions to go through, but first of 
all, let’s start to wish you all a Happy New Year. This is the first time for the Satsanga in 2018, so 
it’s a bit of a belated Happy New Year, but nevertheless it is the new year from our perspective.  

So first of all, I’m going to go through the talk, which will be on “The Hidden Technology of 
Ancient Egypt — a legacy of Atlantis, Part 2,” which will go through the energetics. And then I’ve 
got a whole bunch of questions that I’ve been given by my listeners that I’ve received. And then 
finally we’re going to go through a meditation to connect with the soul in the soul seat. 

Part 1. Lecture on “The Hidden Technology of Ancient Egypt — a legacy from Atlantis,  
Part 2: The Energetics” 

In December’s [2017] Satsanga we went through what can be arguably called the mechanical 
side of the legacy of Atlantis that Egypt enjoyed. These are crystal technologies, transmutation 
of materials and the atomic structure of different materials as well. This particular part — I don’t 
expect it to be very long — is to do with the energetic side of Atlantis and the technology that 
was used by Egypt at the very start of the Egyptian era as a direct replacement for the Atlantean 
society, when the Atlantean society was replaced. 

Now a lot of the work that was done in Atlantis had two functions: the physical and the 
metaphysical. And the instruments that they used whether it was crystalline or whether it was 
transmutational or atomic had an interface. Now most of those interfaces were energetic, and 
that means they were controlled by thought or by logging into or tuning into the devices they 
were using. For instance, we know, because we do it ourselves now, that we can use crystals, 
for instance, for dousing and we can use them for guiding and focusing energy. We can use 
other metals, such as rare metals, pure metals — rare metals being gold and silver, of course, 
and titanium and other metals, which are pure — and other metals like brass and copper and 
iron can be used to transmit energy and focus energy, and so can wood as well. 

And that’s represented by a lot of the old myths and legends, where wizards had a staff, and the 
staff was made of wood, which is a broadband conductor. And on top of the staff there was a 
ferrel of some sort, which would have been a rare earth metal, probably silver or gold, and then 
there would have been a crystal structure on the top, which would have been probably quartz or 
could have been diamond in rare cases or ruby, for instance. And as we go up the different 
materials, things like wood, it creates a broadband attraction to energies, which pulls energy in 
to the conductor, which is the staff, focuses it down into a narrower band for the rare metals, 
and then focuses it even further into a really narrow band or even a programmable band of 
frequency with the crystals.  

And the Egyptians as a result of the legacy they received from the Atlanteans also received 
some form of ability to tap into energies and control those energies and control the functions of 
the machines they used, such as creating a form of antigravity by changing the attractivity of the 
atomic structure of a material, by communicating with the device that did it energetically or 
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mentally, so to speak. And so most of the work that was done was done by individuals, who 
were trained to be pure. They were trained not to be egotistical. They were trained to serve and 
be pure in their service to others, and not generate an ego through the level of service that they 
did to others.  

(5 min) So these devices that healed people — various different crystals healed people and 
generated light, the various different devices that conducted or attracted energies that were also 
energetic or allowed an energy to be stored, and those devices that allowed the transmutation 
of materials to different conditions of weight, for instance, or mass through the realignment of 
the atomic structure, so there was a total neutrality in the attraction and repulsion, for instance, 
or there was a resistance or a repulsion from the baseline magnetic structure of the Earth were 
also controlled by energetic or metaphysical or telepathic communication. 

There were others of course. There were devices that allowed the communication between 
Egyptians from one particular location to another. What they had was basically from a priest, for 
instance, or a devotee or an individual who was an adept — I’ll call it an adeptee, if you want to 
call it that, who were able to or were trained to and were purified, and therefore, capable of 
working with higher frequencies and not being attracted to the thoughts, behaviors and actions 
associated with the lower frequencies, because of the power associated with the use of those 
frequencies and the energies associated with them as well.  

So communication tended to be from individual to individual, or devotee to devotee, or priest to 
priest, or student to student, for instance, rather than through the means of a device. When 
however there was the need to communicate between an adeptee, for instance, and another 
individual who wasn’t an adept, then a device would be required. And that device would be able 
to convert the thoughts or the projected images, the emotional side of the communication that 
was desired to be projected from the adeptee to the average individual would be converted from 
that or those things I’ve just talked about into something that the non-adeptee could pick up.  

So there was a device — you could almost call it a telephone, if you wanted to — that would be 
able to receive communications that were projected telepathically, focused through a device,  
and was received by another device, because it had an address, for instance, or because the 
person thought about the individual that they wanted to communicate with. And that device 
would then broadcast the information usually in the spoken word, but it could also at times link 
into that non-adeptee telepathically as well and present them with images, thoughts and feelings 
surrounding the information that was being broadcast as well.  

There were many other things. For instance, light was provided by crystalline structures that 
could be controlled by pure thought. They could change one state to another state by using the 
projection of energy. And we use something similar today with liquid crystal displays, whereas at 
the moment we use electricity to change the alignment of the crystals to block the light 
throughput. With the more advanced and also in some respects cheaper displays on Kindles, for 
instance, they use a function where the state stays the same until another electric pulse has 
been sent through the display to change the alignment of the crystals in a different way.  

So rather than in our old cases and current cases of liquid crystal displays, there needs to be a 
constant voltage going through to align the crystals in a certain way to block the light out. The 
static displays, once they change, they stay there without any need for electricity. They stay 
there until there is another set of electric pulses that changes their alignment in a different way 
and the display shows something else. And there was something similar to that available to 
them from a light-based perspective, but that was controlled by the use of thought. 



Other things like farming, the use of thought and projection of energy to the crops was used as 
well. And that way they could ensure that they maximized their crop yield with a minimum need 
of planting huge crops.  

(10 min) I mean we eat right now, we could plant hundreds of acres of crops for wheat, barley, 
oats, and other things like corn, and we’re seasonal also, of course. We have a seasonal issue. 
Whereas what they could do is they could create a condition where the genetics of the plant or 
the crop would operate in a really accelerated and efficient way. And also they could use their 
energetics to change the etheric function of the weather, so that they would be irrigated when 
they needed to, and that they could keep any cloud cover away from the fields that they were 
tending to make sure there was plenty of natural sunlight, and therefore, gamma rays, etc. and 
cosmic rays hitting and feeding the crops, when it was required.  

So they could really manipulate on a really accurate basis the conditions and the way in terms 
of the way they were receiving light, the way they were receiving water. And I’m told right now 
that they could even change the way the minerals were attracted to certain areas of fields, 
depending upon the plant type or the crop type and the type of minerals that those particular 
crops required. So in essence, farming was also controlled.  

Light was also controlled, the preparation of food from cooking as well. They were able to 
communicate with various different devices to create heat, change the structure of metals, for 
instance, to create heat that you didn’t need to use a flame or electric current to create 
resistance, and therefore, make the metal glow, or burn anything to create a flame. They could 
change the state of the material — this is more the adeptees by the way — or the pots, for 
instance, that the food was in to generate heat and also heat the food itself in a holistic and 
pervasive way. Rather than heating it from the outside, like we do, you sort of more internally 
heated throughout the sort of heat, similar to what we have with I guess with microwave 
radiation, because microwave radiation is a more of a holistic cooking device as well.  

Everything we can think of that what we use to work with everything we need to survive, the 
Atlanteans and a large proportion of this was passed down to the Egyptians used this on a 
regular basis. But it tended to be only the adeptees, those individuals who were trained and 
were pure enough to be able to work in this way without becoming consumed or subsumed by 
the potential low frequency thoughts, behaviors and actions, that are associated with ego, when 
we are, for instance, the only person within a family who’s got this capability, and therefore, we 
would think we are better than the rest of the family. 

In essence, what happened is that other than those, who were teachers and maintained 
themselves in arguably quite palatial surroundings and things, like the different temples and the 
palaces and the pyramids were quite palatial. Everything that’s in there that we see now is not a 
representation of what the Egyptians had, because what the Egyptians had was really quite high 
metaphysical technology in comparison to what we have now. 

But in essence, there was the teachers that were kept pure by being in these temples and areas 
of teaching, you could call it a university, if you wanted to. But in the first uses of Atlantean 
technology in Egypt this disappeared quite quickly as it happened, because the individuals that 
I’m going to talk about in a moment were affected by ego. And so therefore, their frequencies 
dropped as well, so they started to lose the possibility of the power for it.  

But in essence, within every family group or a group of families, there was one person, who was 
trained and taught to be able to use the energies and transmute the energies and direct the 
energies and work with the energies to achieve the things that I’ve just talked about. They could 
work with cooking. They could work with the transportation of materials. They could work with 
communication. They could work with transport. They could work with farming the fields. They 



could work with any form of labor-saving device that was available, including what we would 
classify today as antigravity, which is basically just changing the weight state of a material 
based upon changing the attractivity of the atomic structure within that particular material.  

(15 min) They were all trained to do this. So one person in a family or a particular group of 
family units would be able to provide this service to those families by being able to work 
energetically with the tools, that could only be, for want of a better word, manipulated 
energetically.  

And finally, there is of course the ability to cut large chunks of stone or rock with extreme 
accuracy. That was again a function of using a device that aligned energies in one particular 
direction in a very, very accurate way, shearing one particular piece of material from another 
piece of material by simply changing the bonding of the two in really basing the bonding along 
the shear line, so that a rock would part on a number of different sides from the rock that 
surrounds it. So you could take out a large brick sized, for instance, or a block sized piece of 
material very simply, very accurately and with very clean surfaces.  

And of course, you could also introduce in joining or dovetailing types of technologies as well to 
hold them together at one point as well. And also with these things, there was also a possibility 
of joining materials together without glues or without any other form of joins by simply changing 
the atomic structure energetically, so that they were attracted to each other. A little bit like a 
magnet, but more like a blending or a molding together of the materials together, so they 
appeared to be one. When you put two together, they appeared to be one, so it didn’t look as if 
there were two separate items there.  

So those are the energetics surrounding the sort of the hidden technology of ancient Egypt, 
which is a legacy from Atlantis. And there’s obviously countless other things that I could talk 
about. For instance, the generation of and the storage of energies within the pyramids and in 
the different energies that could be gathered at various different locations within the pyramids, 
and the different ratios of the base to the point at the top [apex] that gave the various different 
energies that could be created — the different pyramid sizes gave the ability to harvest and 
capture different energies as well. And of course, all of these things are also controlled 
energetically by adeptees as well.  

Okay, so let’s go on to the questions, and I believe there is a question as well that talked about 
or asked a question about the pyramids as well. The first question is from WP and the question 
goes as follows. 

Part 2. Questions and Answers 

1. Here’s another question that I have been getting from folks I know. Christians of 
course worship Jesus as their Savior, but don’t necessarily differentiate between the 
temporary mind, body, ego Jesus and the eternal Christ that was within Jesus or that 
Jesus became one with. Regardless, they make Jesus responsible for their so-called 
salvation rather than taking personal responsibility to grow spiritually. (WP)

An answer to the following question could be helpful to understand that we all need to 
grow spiritually while incarnate and it is our responsibility to do so, not Jesus’ 
responsibility. Where is the entity that was Jesus now and what is he doing?

Basically, Jesus was a master. He was an ascended master, and he made a number of different 
quotations, one being “I am the Light” and “I am the way forwards,” etc. etc. and basically he 



was. He wasn’t there to save people per se, he was there to offer them the route to salvation. 
And the route to salvation was the ability to be in communication with Source or God, and of 
course, the greater reality surrounding that. And he offered one particular way. There’s others, of 
course, Mohammed and the Buddha as well — various different ways to achieve communion 
with the Source and so-called “self-realization.” 

And he did it by basically saying that you disassociate yourself from the low frequency thoughts, 
behaviors and actions of those around you, and you work in service. And you study yourself and 
you try to dissect those thoughts, behaviors and actions that are low frequency and replace 
them with high frequency thoughts, behaviors and actions. And in doing so, you would create a 
higher frequency status for yourself, and as a result, you would rise up the frequencies and you 
would gain access to higher frequency functionalities as a result of that. 

(20 min) So he offered the route to salvation, personal salvation, personal self-realization, 
communion with Source or God. He didn’t, he never did suggest that he would do it for you. The 
whole point of it is that you do it yourself. You can be led to the water, so to speak, but it’s up to 
you to drink the water. And the teachings of Jesus along with other teachings of other ascended 
masters were particularly, for want of a better word, even the Hindu texts teach how to become 
self-realized very, very well, of course. Babaji is another ascended master helping to do this all 
or a “non-ascended” master in Babaji’s case, who decided to stay here helping us out. But in 
essence, it was all about us being shown how to do it by somebody, who got a particular way, 
that was robust and repeatable. And that’s what Jesus did. The next part of this question is:

• Where is the entity that was Jesus now and what is he doing?

Well, I believe in a previous Satsanga we identified that he was in a quite a high location within 
the structure of the multiverse. And I don’t quite remember where that is now. I have a number 
of questions here, I don’t have the time to go back and find it. But basically, he’s in a very high 
place. He’s no longer in a need to incarnate. He has no desire to incarnate any more. That 
particular piece of work was done. 

But the whole point to be now, I believe, of the entity that was incarnate as Jesus, is working on 
ways from the energetic side of how individuals, who incarnate with a view to helping us here — 
a bit like other people, like Ekhardt Tolle, for instance, Wayne Dyer, other individuals, who are 
working on helping others better themselves, giving them sort of ways in which they can do it, 
giving them different levels of motivation, different levels or different types of medium to help 
them move forwards and help the people, who they get attracted to or who are attracted to them 
or work with them. 

So basically, they are helping behind the scenes and helping to create the individuals to help us 
move forwards again, teaching them, training them, giving them ideas on how to circumnavigate 
certain low frequency thoughts, behaviors and actions, and is also working on those individuals, 
who work on our environment in terms of providing that higher frequency environment for us to 
work with. So that’s what he’s doing now. He’s basically working for us, but from the higher 
frequencies of the multiverse and helping others help us, which is a really wonderful service for 
him to do. I say “him” but it’s an it. We’re all energy, aren’t we? So the “him” bit is just a 
relationship to or a reference to that which was in effect incarnate. 



Okay, so we’ve got a couple [of questions] now, one from JS. The first question is based upon 
the Egyptian work:

2. If the pyramids were not primarily designed for entombing mummies, why did they put 
them there? (JS)

Basically they were there and there’s lots more. There’s a lot, lot more that are under the vast 
sea of desert that we haven’t detected yet. Some have been detected by a ground radar. But 
basically they were there to gather energy. The whole point of the pyramids was to create a 
sacred geometry-based function that attracted various different energies, or allowed the 
manifestation of certain energies at certain points within that structure. 

And they were also used at times to help with the initiation of certain priests to be able to work 
with those energies, and also to focus on their training as well. So in effect, they were there to 
help generate energies. And the different sizes and different ratios of side vs. perpendicular 
height, for example, are specific to different types of energies they are able to attract and 
manifest and store. So that’s what they are there for. 

There are some other things, where some of them are aligned to various different celestial 
configurations, for instance. They are in those configurations to give us some sort of “mind 
candy,” so to speak, and make us realize that actually a lot of the Atlanteans, even though their 
civilization left, have moved onto various different other parts of the local galaxy, so to speak. 
And some of the pyramids are aligned in the location associated with some of the star 
configurations to give us an idea of where they come from.

(25 min) But also some of the star configurations, if we know what we’re doing, create energy of 
their own right, and we can use configurations to duplicate them in the correct ratio to also 
gather energies associated with those stars, even though they are many light-years away. Even 
if the energy that’s being transmitted is quite a distance away, we can also gather energy and 
work with that energy. Okay, part two of this question says:

• The founding  of all Egyptian civilization was based on the life giving waters of the Nile 
and the annual flooding covering the surrounding lands with fertile silt. This allowed for 
several cycles of crop growing in one season. We have both seen the narrow strip of 
green land along the Nile and then desert beyond. 

That’s because the person asking this question has actually been to Egypt and seen it.

• If the ancient Atlanteans had weather technology, why is there no mention of this in the 
hieroglyphs? Also all the temples to the various deities are built either along the Nile or 
very close to the Nile.

• If Egypt has at one time technology to create rainfall, why are there not temples in other 
areas of Egypt remote from the Nile?

Well, there are basically. There’s lots of temples, but they’re all hidden under the [earth] in 
various different areas. I mean an example of this is the Valley of the Kings and the Valley of the 
Knights, for instance, where the tombs are under great, vast amounts of tons of earth to hide 
them. But also some of this technology was hidden as well, because it was recognized that it 
was going to be, for want of a better word, misused by those individuals who are low frequency. 



But if you think about it in a different way, the hieroglyphs were basically a language, a written 
language, that was well down the line from the point, when Egypt swapped over from Atlantis in 
terms of they became the next civilization. The Atlanteans or those who decided to stay 
incarnate after the Atlantean Fall went to teach those, who reincarnated in the new structure of 
Egypt. But when this happened, this was a long, long time before, like tens of thousands of 
years before, so the hieroglyphs are a function of a very old and decaying civilization. Although 
we think of it as being quite advanced, at that time it was starting to decay. 

Now in the hieroglyphs there’s obviously some form of written word or communication, but 
there’s also a hidden level of knowledge associated with them. And the adeptees or those who 
were taught and those that were pure were able to read the hieroglyphs and get a different level 
of information from them, a more metaphysical level of information — one that allowed them to 
work with different energies and be taught how to work with different energies. 

But think of it in a different way. If we disappeared in about a hundred years time, when most of 
our paper and books may have been recycled or used, and everything else that we’ve got is 
based upon a server somewhere, you’re not going to see any technology that shows that we 
were quite advanced, are we? So from that perspective, it’s a function of the way they used to 
work and the advancement of the way they used to work, that illustrates that there would be no 
physical or very little physical archeology left to describe what we were doing. 

If most of what we’re doing is metaphysical or telepathic or energetic, then there will be very 
little left physically to describe that we were in fact using these methods of communication or 
manipulating the environment around us and communicating with others. So these pieces of 
evidence are based upon a very old and decaying civilization, one where they had to work with 
what was available, living next to a water source, hoping that the Nile would rise and distribute 
lots of silt on there to fertilize the land. And also working with that rather than rainfall, because at 
that point in time there wasn’t any rainfall in Egypt. There’s not much mention of rainfall at all, if 
anything, but the Atlanteans could change it.

(30 min) So there is no need for at that point, because they’d gone beyond the ability to work 
with various different technologies, various different energetic technologies. It was in a dim and 
distant past. And when you’re working purely with the environment of the Earth, and you’re 
having to work with very basic farming technologies now, because everything else is gone, apart 
from a bare minimum or a very small number of individuals, who were wizened or taught to be 
priests or to be capable of working with the energies or the mental thought processes 
associated with gaining higher frequency. So everything else is basically farming culture, which 
is what we see now, and a little bit of wonder about how did these big buildings get made. And 
again the descriptions of how they were made from some of the archeologists and egyptologists 
doesn’t really wash — it doesn’t wash the clothes for me to be honest.

So there are temples elsewhere, but a lot of them are under several tons of sand, because of 
the vast difference in time between when they were made, used properly and abandoned. And 
the people started to migrate towards being highly energetic from a technological perspective to 
being basically farmers with a hierarchical structure of kings or pharaohs controlling them, and 
within those kings and pharaohs, one or two individuals, who were pure enough to be able to be 
taught the higher functions, etc. The next one is:



• What is the large space within the Great Pyramid, which is at least 100 feet long  
discovered by scientists recently using muon imaging?

It’s an area for gathering energy basically is what I’m just being told. They had to gather energy. 
They had a function where they could focus the energy, and that energy had to be stored 
somewhere. Think of the pyramid in this particular way and this particular function of the 
pyramid, think of it as a battery, and the large space is an area where that energy was 
contained. The rocks within that area would have been specifically and are specifically 
transmuted to be able to contain those energies. 

Think of our colliders, Large Hadron Colliders, we control energies by using a lot of magnets 
keeping the electron beams or whatever we’re projecting in a particular location. So we use 
magnets to project electron beams and guide them in the old cathode ray technology in 
televisions. So it’s pretty much like that. The stones, which haven’t been worked on around that 
Great Void would have been there to contain the energies. The energies would have been 
manifest as a function of technology, which has been removed or has dissolved from having a 
function, having a focus within that area and gathering energy into that area. 

Think of it in terms of creating a very localized black hole, for example or a wormhole, and 
pulling energy in from one location, one frequency and placing it in another area, but containing 
it in a large container within an area that was able to allow the harnessing of, the transmission of 
and the storage of that energy. And that’s what that large space is there for, to store the energy 
that was harnessed. It would have been focused there and stayed there. So the next question:

3. So if the Egyptians were so high in frequency, why did they need the water from the 
Nile when they could control the weather? (MS)

So it’s a similar question. At that point they weren’t. But having said that and even when they 
were higher frequency, sometimes working with the natural functions of the Earth, with the 
elementals and what we call magic spirits, for instance, is also a good thing to do. So if you 
think of it in terms of the very first Egyptians were working with individuals, who were trained by 
some of the very last Atlanteans, they could control the weather. 

(35 min) But as time goes by and the number of individuals, who are able to do this work 
diminishes, and worse still those, who were able to teach individuals to use these energies also 
gets smaller and smaller, then we start to move backwards in our abilities and we start to work 
with more basic technologies. So we would have gone from controlling the weather to gain 
water or irrigate the crops in the land, even in those areas that are vast distances away from the 
Nile, to having to work with the water that is there, because we can no longer generate the 
energies supporting weather changes. So we have to work with what’s available at the Nile. So 
then you start to get the civilization shrinking and coalescing around the water source, which is 
what happened with the Egyptians and the Nile. The next part of this is

• Also if the Atlantians people no longer existed, WHY if it’s that they dropped in 
frequency, then why were some spared to pass on technology to Egyptians?

• Were they not meant to start from scratch again as another civilization? 

The answer to this question is actually in “The History of God,” so you have to look in one of the 
pages in “The History of God” that refers to Atlantis and the Egyptians based upon this [Chapter 



15, p. 248]. But in effect Source and those other beings that work with the use of the Earth and 
the human form to accelerate the evolutionary progression of those souls, so to speak, who 
want to accelerate their evolution by projecting themselves into a low frequency environment, 
felt that it was better to give the new civilizations a head start — to take the best of that which 
was available from the old civilization and place it in a new civilization. 

And there were those individuals, who wanted to stay incarnate or incarnated later, who wanted 
to help with this kickstarting, so to speak, of the civilization from what would have been basically 
going back to caveman status I suppose, but allowing them to come into an instantaneous or a 
fairly instantaneous state of high metaphysical and energetic technology. So it was all to do with 
not dropping back to zero, because they actually dropped an awful lot anyway, but trying to 
recover that level of drop by allowing them to start a bit higher than they would have been had 
they allowed them to drop down to zero or to start from scratch. 

So in effect, it’s all about trying to recover your losses as fast as possible. Incarnate human 
beings or the souls or aspects that were incarnating into the human form were dropping down 
the frequencies and were starting to lose the functions associated with a higher frequency 
incarnation. And the objective was to try to stop that as fast as possible. So if they were able to 
teach people the old skills, the old energetic skills, the objective was to stop this reduction in 
frequency and start to bring it out the other side. And that was the whole point of trying to create 
an Egyptian civilization that was already quite instantaneously created and also had an almost 
instantaneous level of teaching of high frequency thoughts, behaviors and actions and 
metaphysical functionality as well. 

Okay, so that’s the reason why it didn’t drop down all the way. Some of it recovered what had 
already dropped down and tried to do it in as fast a way as possible. Alright, next question:

4. In “The History of God,” page 31: Just how "pivotal" is the Earth as an experiment? 
Are we distinct in God's multiverse, or one of many such experiments? (JM) 

• And how rare is the "individual choice factor" referenced on this page?  
• Is it fair to assume that the majority, or the vast majority of other sentient beings that 

we might meet are collective beings, who do not have or even understand individual 
free will?  

• Is it important for us to be consciously grateful for our gift of free choice, and for our 
place in the Earth experiment? 

(40 min) Earth is pivotal without a doubt. It’s a very cleverly located planet. Frequentially, of 
course, it’s down in the lowest levels of the frequencies associated with the physical universe. 
And it’s kept in an almost quarantined level, so that the functions associated with individualized 
free will, and therefore, things that come from individualized free will, such as people being 
selfish and wanting status or high levels of material wealth and high levels of control over other 
people is maintained in one particular area, because it would be considered that it would be 
detrimental to allow that level of ability and be able to change big things personally would be 
detrimental to the rest of those incarnate vehicles that are within the rest of the physical 
universe.  

So an individual choice factor is extremely rare. It’s unique to Earth, although there are other 
incarnate vehicles or bodies within other frequencies of the physical universe, that do have 
individualized free will, but that individualized free will is assigned to a collective. So they’re 
allowed to have an individual choice factor, but they can’t individually activate it, so to speak. 



Everything has to be done with the consideration of how it’s of service to the rest of the 
collective, so to speak. So although there’s various different levels of free will, the ultimate being 
individualized free will, so it’s collective free will, and then there’s pseudo-collective free will, or 
where there’s groups within the collective that have free will, but in the group they are collective. 
And there are other areas, where it’s only the collective which has the free will. And there’s 
those which have individualized free will within the collective, but they can’t initiate it or action it 
individually. It has to be considered and worked on by the collective before that possibility or that 
decision, that could be activated, is chosen and is therefore used, if it’s beneficial.  

Okay, so there’s various different types of free will. And I believe that in one of the books, it’s 
either “The Anne Dialogues” or “The Origin Speaks,” there is a description of different types of 
free will as well [see “Beyond the Source—Book 2, p. 244 for four types of collectivity]. It might 
even be repeated in this book I’m working on now, “The Curators.” But basically there’s various 
different forms or various different functions of free will within the physical universe.  

• Assuming that some group created the experiment that we are, is it accurate to assume 
that the same group monitors us continuously, helping us improve as individuals?  

• And from your recent newsletter, would the beings who left Earth around 1200 BC, 
leaving us alone, be part of the group that created us, or are they completely separate? 

In effect, we are being monitored, molded slowly, and modified slowly, and various different 
Curators work with the various different realities that are created within a particular event space 
and the various different event spaces that can exist. And they work on trying to create, if you 
like, a maze that we walk through, that sort of adapts to us in the way that we are progressing. 

And so they’re sort of separate to us, to those incarnate, but they monitor what we are doing, 
and they try to help us where they can without overriding this individualized free will that we’re 
supposed to have. If you like, when we have a choice to make, they give us the potential to 
make a more educated choice, so to speak. And that way they sort of lead us down one 
particular path, which is a better path than the one we might have taken. None of these paths 
are wrong, it’s just that some of them are more efficient than others. And the evolutionary 
progression associated with these paths is pretty much the same, but it’s how fast you gain that 
same level of evolutionary progression and what they’re trying to do is to make us evolve faster, 
so they can help us move back up the frequencies again. 

So the group of entities that are monitoring the individualized free will experiment are helping us 
become more creative and more capable of using our individualized free will in a more accurate 
way, so to speak. The next question is:

• “The History of God,” page 41: "The aliens haven't contacted you yet but they will." 
Within our lifetime? 

(45 min) So in effect, this particular line is showing that in communication with Source, we are 
surrounded by other incarnate entities. Different levels of frequencies sometimes, sometimes 
higher than us, sometimes the same level. And they are here now, but because they use various 
different shielding technologies, because they’re very clever, because they’re higher frequency, 
we’re not able to detect them. But nevertheless they’re here.  

They’re using the Earth in higher frequencies in conjunction with us, and sometimes in 
sympathy with ourselves. But we are not ready to connect with any other incarnate entity yet, 
because we haven’t sorted ourselves out. When we become or when we decide to work 
individually for the collective, the collective of mankind, and without thinking of ourselves only, 



then we’ll start to work and look after and nurture our planet, nurture those plants that we work 
with, nurture our children, nurture our older people, drastically reduce any waste products from 
the generation of food, packaging of food, transportation mediums, fuel types, etc. and radiation 
— once we’ve managed all of that, we will be able to detect these individuals. Some of them will 
make themselves known, others we will detect ourselves when we become higher frequency in 
a natural way.   

• “The History of God,” page 40, Source says: "I use the 60th level as a buffer." A buffer 
against what? And why would God have to use a buffer at all — too much activity or 
interaction requests to process? Buffering implies limits and bandwidth constraints. 
Are there limits that require God to buffer himself against us? 

Right, that last bit is interesting, because it actually comes to what I’m about to suggest is the 
answer. What I’m told is that there are individuals, who quite naturally are able to move up the 
frequencies in a way that isn’t consistently one who is pure. And so that means that what 
Source is doing is creating a level, where entities who are not pure can still potentially do 
transcendental meditation type methods of moving the sentience out of the body or astral 
traveling, and they can move around and visit various different universes, etc. associated with 
those frequencies that are above the 12th frequency and up to the 60th and communicate with 
other entities. And it’s expected that there will be more and more of these individuals. 

But these individuals need to be purer than they are now. So to be able to go up further, they 
need to work on themselves and reduce the ego to a very small level, so to speak, to allow 
themselves to work in a way, which is consistent with an evolved individual. And once you’ve 
done that, you can move above the 60th and communicate with other higher frequency entities 
and experience what goes on in those particular universes, which may sometimes be translated 
as being abhorrent, when actually they’re not. It’s just a poor translation in medium. 

So there’s two things here: one is it’s to do with maintaining the purity of the individual, and two, 
that things get mistranslated around this sort of levels and above, and so the wrong picture can 
be brought back and broadcast to those, who can’t move their sentience or their consciousness 
to these levels. So really it’s like a case of stopping this influx of individuals go up and see 
something and report it incorrectly. It’s only allowing those who are pure enough to go to that 
level to experience, learn and evolve and broadcast it correctly, not those who aren’t pure 
enough. So that’s what the buffer is there for really. 

(50 min) I mean obviously our Source has no limits — from that perspective it could very easily 
cope with all that’s going on at that level and communicate with all of us concurrently. But in real 
terms, it’s all about giving us a goal to go to. If you want to go above this level, you have to be 
pure. You have to be working for others, of service to others, and not seek self-recognition or 
status from working with others as well to go beyond this level. 

So we’ve got the next question now from US (who transcribes all these long questions for us 
and the responses from Source and the things I channel on the spot as well).

5. I have a big question about parallel selves. Recently, Kevin Moore interviewed a 
channel who allowed him to interview one of his parallel selves. (US) 

Apparently, this parallel Kevin (who is gay) exists in a parallel reality, which woke up 
centuries ago and exists at a different frequency. Kevin in our reality asked what is 
different in that parallel world? Parallel Kevin said:  



• They don’t use money, but they have trade for whatever an entity needs.  
• They are NOT a technological world, which is an easy world to live on, because 

everything is done for you and everything is free. But there is truly no waking up in 
that world.  

• They channel ideas for other galactic species that are awakening and ascending, as 
we are. 

• They themselves are NOT on the path of ascension, like our world is. Their parallel 
world will die, when no one is energizing the idea any longer. They just walk away and 
go onto other things. 

Previously, you told us that evolution is experiential and that everything is only a parallel 
condition to something else. If it can be experienced, and it can be experienced in 
different ways, it SHOULD be experienced in all those different ways.  

That’s right and that’s a continuous piece of information that gets told to me on a regular basis 
and is throughout or pervades the new book called “The Curators.” 

This brings up some questions about the degree of diversification in our parallel 
incarnations: 
  
• Do most souls explore different gender orientations as parallel selves (gay, bisexual, 

transgender, etc.)? Or is it just some souls who choose to do that in the human form? 

Well, outside of the parallel conditions, we all experience all those different gender orientations 
anyway. It’s part of our complete experiential set of things that we do basically. We’re all ladies, 
we’re all gentlemen, this is coming from an Earth perspective by the way. We’re gay, bisexual, 
transgender. We’re also rich or abjectly poor, we’re beggars, we’re architects, we’re kings, we’re 
sailors. You know, we have to experience every potential opportunity that is available to us in 
this particular condition.  

Now I’m going to spit off now to the difference between parallel conditions and reality, because 
reality is something we create within an event space, and event space is an environment within 
a space that allows us to experience a set of experiences and the interactions with other 
individuals, who are also experiencing their experiences within a set environment.  

So to answer the question, this happens anyway even in our current event space and in other 
lives, and it is reasonable to assume that we may well do that as well in other parallel 
conditions. It’s more likely that we’ll experience different, shall I say, event streams rather than 
gender opportunities, for instance. So we will be experiencing failing an exam vs. passing an 
exam, missing a bus vs. taking the bus, being on a plane that’s crashing vs. being on a plane 
that doesn’t crash. You know, these are different things that we would experience as part of our 
parallel opportunities rather than specifically just the gender opportunities there.  

And don’t forget parallel condition or event space is created through choices or decisions based 
upon those choices, the possibility of having that choice, the possible possibility of having a 
choice, or the possibility of possible possibilities of having a choice. So it’s a really fractalized 
and complicated thing to consider, when we talk about which particular event space or parallel 
condition we move down.  

• Does a technological world represent a branch off the mainline life path, which goes off 
into a dead end or collapses into the trunk at some point?  



(55 min) So this means it expands into a reasonable event space and the event stream 
associated with it, and then sort of at some point contracts back into the mainstream or the trunk 
of the main event space? 

• Is it done just to get that experience (more evolutionary content), not for ascension 
opportunities? 

Everything that we experience from the mainline event space and the parallelized event spaces 
and the various fractal conditions associated with that are all basically available for us to use for 
our evolutionary progression, and therefore ascension.  

So everything that we experience — and bear in mind that we won’t particularly experience it 
ourselves, but our True Energetic Self will experience that which a “parallel Guy” for instance, or 
two or four or several hundred parallel Guys are experiencing, because a different decision was 
made. For instance, if I went to live in Germany rather than the UK, or didn’t decide to stop work 
and start to do this. You know, there’s all little versions of me that didn’t do something or did do 
something, or did something else further on down the line and chose some other path.  

So the True Energetic Self experiences all of these different things concurrently, and therefore 
benefits from it. It’s just that us in this particular environment, this particular event space don’t 
see these things whilst we’re in this event space, because we’re too low frequency and it would 
confuse us. Now I’ve mentioned this before in another World Satsanga, but I do know of an 
individual — one of my students had a son, who was uncontrollably moving between different 
event spaces. There were two other event spaces that he was going through.  

And it was confusing beyond belief, because that individual thought he was doing something 
that was going to benefit him, or was going to work well, or was doing jobs and roles he had to 
do to work with a particular event space, and then he suddenly finds himself back in an event 
space and finds out that it was completely incorrect. Or individuals, who the other parallel 
version of him had worked with, said that he’d done something that he couldn’t remember. So 
it’s not just the case that we’re moving around event spaces or parallel conditions, but bear in 
mind that it’s quite likely that those other parallel versions of us were moving through our event 
space as well.  

So everything is used for ascension purposes of the True Energetic Self. And if we have lots 
and lots and lots of different event spaces we’re working with, you can imagine how the parallel 
processing is going on with it at the True Energetic Self level. It’s basically experiencing lots and 
lots of things concurrently, which is really efficient in terms of ascension, and of course, in terms 
of progressing and evolving as a result of that.  

• When a parallel world collapses, what happens to the parallel self? If it ceases to exist, 
do its sentient energies go back to the soul (aspect) that projected it OR can they go off 
to do something else (as parallel Kevin said)? Is that “something else” done through 
another parallel projection off another branch in the same soul's Tree of Life in the 
same incarnation? 

My understanding is that that “something else” is basically returning back to the mainstream 
event space that created that particular branch. So if you have a trunk, for instance, of event 
space and we make a decision that takes us away from that trunk, part of us continues on the 
trunk and may go into a different branch later. But part of us stays in this trunk, another part of 
us goes in the branch. So one of us, you know, we split into two totally self-contained, 
knowledgeable, capable, educated, aware so to speak of who and what we are, not in terms of 
a self-realized condition, but in terms of the work that we’re doing in that particular event space. 
We’re totally capable and we move into different things.  



And then maybe we have another decision, where we go forwards or we can go towards 
another branch, so we start to fractalize. Now as that branch comes to an evolutionary dead 
end, where we’ve experienced all we can achieve in that particular branch, if we go down to a 
point, where there is a twig, for instance, we move back down to the branch, so that part of us 
which has parallelized, so to speak, into another branch that’s gone further and has experienced 
an evolutionary dead end, then gets withdrawn back into the previous branch or even trunk that 
it was fractalized from.  

(1 hr) So the doing “something else” is coming back to where it was basically. Or it may well be 
that the sentient energies associated with that are then recollected and reprojected into another 
change in direction, another event space, because that sentience needs to be used to do that, 
because of the parallel conditions ebbing and flowing, so to speak. So the “something else” can 
be moving back into communion with the rest of the sentient energy in a more upstream 
function of the event space, or it can be reused to experience something where there’s going to 
be another choice, and therefore, another event space is going to created further on 
downstream.  

• Do most souls choose to explore some utopian AND dystopian worlds as part of their 
evolution in most lifetimes? There are quite a few TV shows about more dystopian 
worlds (e.g. where Hitler won WWII, or where no WWII happened, or where synthetic 
humans take over humanity, etc.). 

• If we truly diversify in all these different ways in each lifetime, then it blows my mind — 
it’s not just about choosing the window seat vs. the aisle seat on a train or a plane, it’s 
about exploring ALL of these different worlds as parallel selves. It makes you laugh at 
your own life! ;) 

It blows most people’s minds, including mine sometimes. Yes, it does. We explore these other 
worlds, utopian, dystopian, average, boring, advancing, you know, technologically advanced, 
civilization-based advanced, energetically advanced simply as a function of moving into the 
event spaces, where these things are happening as a result of the choices that are made by 
ourselves and those other incarnate entities around us, and therefore, the event space that is 
created as a result of that. And so it’s more like it happens, but it’s not specifically designed to 
happen that way.  

So the randomness associated with the fractal generation of event spaces is the beauty of it. It’s 
not that we choose to explore a utopian society or one society where one thing happened, but it 
didn’t in another society, for instance, as a result of parallel conditions and the event spaces, it’s 
just that it happens as a result of the choices that we make.  

Now from our perspective, as a smaller projected aspect of our True Energetic Self, it’s mind 
blowing full stop. We don’t have the sentient capacity whilst incarnate to be able to absorb all of 
this stuff. Clearly, when we’re disincarnate, we do, because we start to work with a higher 
frequency condition and the information that is in those higher frequencies becomes available to 
us, and our functionality increases, so we can assimilate it on an instantaneous, complete, 
robust and full understanding as well. So this happens outside of the incarnate regime.  

Now all these things that happen concurrently, if they happen in the different event spaces, are 
totally assimilated by the True Energetic Self constantly all the time. And of course, all those 
things that are assimilated by all of the True Energetic Selves that are created by Source are 
also assimilated by Source, and all that is assimilated by all the different Source Entities and all 
of their different creations are assimilated by the Origin.  

So it’s a sort of upward hierarchical structure, where the Origin enjoys everything that the 
Source Entities experience either directly or indirectly through their creations. And the Source 



Entities enjoy everything that’s created through their creations from an indirect perspective. And 
our True Energetic Selves enjoy what we create for them indirectly as well. But in essence, the 
True Energetic Self will experience all of these different fractalized versions of ourselves 
concurrently, and it has from our perspective infinite capacities to do so. 

So yeah, it’s all about part of us is working with another part that has chosen a different way, for 
instance. One of us chooses to be a doctor, while another one chooses to be an engineer. One 
chooses to be a medical nurse, while another one chooses to be a botanist, and all the 
decisions associated with those different event spaces and events and the fractalized event 
spaces that come off those and the subsequent event streams within those event spaces as 
well.  

(1:05)  And again, if you look at it from a particularly static perspective, we will enjoy or 
experience all of these different types of worlds and experiences and the states of beingness on 
Earth and in the other various different environments and body form factors around the physical 
universe in a single level structure and in a completely fractalized structure associated with the 
different event spaces and it’s all done concurrently. I saw an image of all this working, and it’s 
like trees growing trees growing trees within a sphere, which is growing a tree. It’s just 
everything is growing, everything is part of something else, it’s connected to something else. It’s 
unbelievable, and everything is being experienced concurrently.  

So it’s too difficult for us to get our heads around it, we just have to work with what’s there and 
recognize that actually there are bigger things afoot, and those bigger things are us, but we’ll 
only find them out when we become disincarnate. Okay, the last set of questions: 

6. I have just recently started listening to your Satsangas on YouTube. What a wealth of 
information, thank you for your generosity in sharing it with us. (SO) 

So fantastic, you’ve listened in on YouTube on Kevin Moore’s broadcasting. Thank you. It’s a 
pleasure. It’s not an easy job by the way. It’s certainly not an egotistical ride, it’s hard work, but 
it’s something I know I’ve got to do. It’s something I realize that I’ve been planning for all my life 
when I look back at it, and I know I’ve got a finite time to do it as well — a lifetime, so to speak, 
but a lifetime of efficiency of me being able to generate the information and write it down and 
broadcast it is of a limited state of beingness. My particular event stream and doing this work is 
limited, so I have to get a move on basically. Okay, so let’s look at the questions here: 

• In my recent awakening/increased awareness, or as I like to call it ‘becoming a better 
me,’ I have started donating blood. Now I know that in essence we are all one, but I 
wonder what effect someone receiving my blood has on them, on a spiritual/awareness 
level?  

• Am I able to influence the individual in any way through my blood? Also, do the blood 
groups have any particular meaning? I am A positive, and wonder if that has any 
significance? 

Well, strangely enough I’m A positive as well. Physically, the blood groups lean towards certain 
metabolisms that can cope with certain physical food types, and A positive is one of those that is 
supposed to be able to cope with a pure vegetarian diet. And others are supposed to be able to 
cope with a pure meat diet, and others are supposed to be able to cope with omnivorous diets, 
for instance. So they have a physical function that’s associated with what they are, and also 
they have a level of protection against various different viruses and diseases, so that the whole 
of this human genome doesn’t die out in one go, if a pandemic [occurs]. So it’s all part of a 
safety switch to make sure that we are able to cope with various different food sources, and that 
we’re also protected against various different low frequency conditions, that create viruses or 
illnesses, for instance.  



In terms of blood [donation], do you have an influence on them? As with transplants of organs, 
the blood is a transplant, isn’t it? So there will be a certain level of energy associated with you, 
not your sentience but an energy associated with what is you, what’s been created in your 
incarnation, that goes with that blood and dissolves in with the energies of the receiving 
individual or the patient or participant.  

And this is the same with the organ transplants. And it’s been physically recognized that some 
individuals, who take on things like somebody’s liver or heart or lungs, for instance, or kidney or 
anything else does have a change in personality. That change in personality is associated with 
the personality or the ego that’s created through separation or near total separation of the [soul] 
aspect from the True Energetic Self as a result of going down the frequencies to achieve 
incarnation. And so the ego that’s created is also passed on, and so you’ll find that an individual 
who received the transplant of anything, including blood will receive a little bit of your 
personality, so to speak, as a result of that. Okay, the next question is: 

7. I heard Dolores Cannon once speak about HIV/AIDS being created by the government, 
what are your views on this? (SO) 

(1:10) I’m just asking the question actually. No, I think that’s a piece of misinformation. What I 
am picking up is that certain illnesses are created through genetic dysfunction or energetic 
dysfunction or simply nature finding a way of reducing the population and keeping it in tune with 
the ability of the Earth to support it. So there are areas, where we have various different viruses 
[and bacteria], I mean cholera is one of them and TB [tuberculosis] is another one and black 
death is another one, where there needed to be a certain number of individuals removed from 
the incarnation, because that body type or that genome type wasn’t going to be an efficient body 
type or a genome type for future generations of an incarnate being. 

So the entities that govern the use of the Earth and the use of the particular bodies to help us to 
experience and explore individualized free will through incarnation to the lowest frequencies 
associated with the multiverse allow certain body types or genomes to be removed from service, 
so to speak. And that is done through the introduction of various different illnesses or viruses 
either directly through the Curators, for instance, or the elementals, or as a natural function of 
Gaia or the Earth working on its own to reduce the number of incarnate vehicles available within 
a certain location within it.  

So it’s a natural function of attrition basically to summarize, not something that’s been created 
by a government. There’s bound to be lots of different viruses that have been human-generated 
that have been cultured and cultivated, but this isn’t one of them, although I’m fairly sure various 
different mutations of HIV and AIDS are available in various covert labs around the world. The 
next question is: 

8. At what frequency is my True Energetic Self at? Are all True Energetic Selves (e.g. that 
of my two sons, my husband’s) at the same frequency? (SO) 

• What does my higher self look like? Somehow I am imagining a trail of light and matter 
in space.  

Okay, there’s two parts to this. I’ll answer the first part generically. Basically, the True Energetic 
Self resides in a frequency within the structure of the multiverse that is associated with 
evolutionary level achieved by the True Energetic Self itself, not the individual aspect that’s 
projected into one part or many parts of the multiversal environment. So this particular one 
needs to be answered in a consultation to find out the exact location and evolutionary level for 
this particular individual.  



But in general, most individuals who are asking me questions or asking for consultation are in 
the fourth full dimension upwards generally. I’ve seen the odd one or two in the third full 
dimension, but most of them are in the fourth upwards, because they’re becoming more and 
more self-aware and self-awake. It is not a necessary requirement for any other incarnate 
aspects, whether they’re sons or husbands, to be in the same or to have their True Energetic 
Selves be in the same frequency or be at the same evolutionary level.  

Although sometimes there is a necessity, if one particular aspect is incarnating and is of a really 
high evolutionary level to make sure that the partner that they will eventually couple up together 
with on Earth is of a higher frequency, so there is a level of understanding, for instance, and a 
level of being able to work together. So there is some minor correlation there in terms of the 
evolutionary level and the location within the structure of the multiverse, but it’s not totally 
necessary. 

(1:15) The Higher Self looks basically like a sentient energy, and don’t forget that sentience is 
what we are, the energy is just a vehicle that we use to move around the volume of the Source. 
We are sentient energy with a body of energy that’s given to us. Not a body like a human body 
but it’s just energy that can be used to manipulate the environment. So if you want to think of it 
in very basic terms, we would be a ball of sentient energy that reflects and deflects light in 
myriad ways. And those reflections represent various different I suppose thought processes, if 
you want to call it that. The next question is: 

• At what frequency is Source Entity 1 and The Origin at?  

Source Entity One (SE1) isn’t at a frequency as such. It’s above the frequencies associated with 
the multiverse it has created, of course. There’s frequency, subdimension, full dimension and 
then above that there are zones. And the zones is a higher piece of structure than the Source 
Entity. Now the Origin is, of course, everything. 

So our Source Entity is an individualized unit of sentience of Origin sentience, as is Source 
Entities Two, Three, Four, up to Twelve, but the Origin is everything basically. And although it is 
an infinitesimal level of frequency or level of structure, it is the structure. So you can’t say what 
frequency the Origin is at, because it’s every frequency and every other piece of structure, that’s 
associated with it currently known and that it is polyomniscient within, and that which it is not 
particularly aware of, or maybe is aware of but it hasn’t investigated at all or explored yet. So we 
can’t really say that the Origin is a particular frequency, it’s in every frequency. 

And actually SE1, if you look at it from that way, is at every frequency that is within its 
multiversal environment. It’s in all of the frequencies associated with the twelve full dimensions, 
but it’s also in everything and all of the dimensions associated with the different zones within 
itself as well. So it’s beyond that level of structure, because the frequencies are the lowest level 
of structure within the Origin basically, and it’s also, therefore, the lowest level of structure within 
the Source Entity. The next question is: 

• How many people on Earth do you estimate are in contact with The Origin? 

Now that’s a good question. Actually, I don’t know, let’s have a look. Okay, I’m told that properly 
in communication with the Origin is half a dozen, that’s six. But I’ve also been told that when the 
new White Children are all incarnate at the same time, that each of those will also be in 
communication with the Origin.  

So if we consider that I know that there’s two [White Children] alive and one is about to be born, 
then you add those to the half a dozen that I know about or have just been told about, which 
includes me, then there would be nine right now. One not being quite born yet, but you can add 



that on. And then there’s going to be another nine, so there will be a total of 18. But that will be 
possibly towards the end of my or getting close towards the end of my particular incarnation.  

Okay, so that’s the end of the questions. Lots of really deep thinking questions, thank you very 
much.  

Part 3. Meditation

(1:19:40) I’m just going to go through the last part of this particular Satsanga, which is the 
meditation to connect with the soul in the soul seat. The meditation starts around 1:19:50.  

Please download the AMR File or high quality M4A File to do the guided meditation with Guy 
Steven Needler via his website or blog. 

(1:39) Closing comments: And I’d just like to thank you again for participating in this particular 
Satsanga. The next one is at the end of February. I’m just going to look at the date it’s going to 
be and I’ll send out the recording associated with this forthwith both on the website and by email 
and of course by Kevin Moore’s website. And it’s looking like it’s going to be the 24th of 
February 2018. Okay, so much love to you all and much love from the Source, and again Happy 
New Year to you, although it’s a bit belated now three weeks into it nearly. And thank you for 
taking part, thank you for the questions and Source’s/God’s love to you all and namaste.” END 

http://www.beyondthesource.org/recording-of-the-world-satsanga-held-on-saturday-27th-january-2018-in-association-with-the-moore-show/
http://www.beyondthesource.org/worldsatsanga/World%20Satsanga%2027%2001%202018.m4a

